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Make sure to follow us on Facebook, Pinterest and Twitter to stay up to date on the latest and greatest. 
Kids & Family
8 tips to help children enjoy hybrid or virtual
learning
"The COVID-19 pandemic has turned so much of our daily
in-person work into a more virtual environment for many
families. Based on the stories I hear from other parents,
children, and my own family's experience, I've learned a lot
about this new virtual working and learning environment. So, I'm sharing some helpful tips - from
both the perspective as a parent and as a psychologist - to support you in helping your kids
enjoy virtual and/or hybrid learning." 
Early Childhood
Hamster Run
Team Hamster! brings us Hamster Run. Use this
game from The Ruff Ruffman Show to help children
learn motion and stability: forces and interactions
through physical science. Use the engineering
design process to build, test and redesign structures
to help the hungry hamsters reach their food!
Elementary
Iowa Million Girls Moonshot Minute newsletter
Iowa Million Girls Moonshot provides dozens of STEM-
related professional development opportunities and
activities to strengthen the quality of school programs
across the state. This month's featured webinar invites
educators and afterschool professionals to explore the
impact of inequities in engineering and STEM learning.
Expand your instructional toolkit with tools, tips and
strategies to address inequities in the after school learning
environment. Register for the webinar "How to Effectively
Engage Families for your STEM Program."
Secondary
Math at the Core
Are you looking for some help inexplaining
mathematical concepts to your middle school student?
Math at the Coreis a good resource that shows how to
process a math problem such as dividing fractions in a way
that is simple and makes sense to a diverse group of
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learners. This collection includes videos, interactive lessons
and more.
Digital Opportunity
We the Young People: Teen Inauguration
Special
Join PBS NewsHour Student Reporting Labs, in
partnership with WORLD Channel, to hear from young
people about what their hopes and expectations are for
the new presidential administration.
The virtual special will feature host Amna Nawaz, senior national correspondent and primary
substitute anchor for the PBS NewsHour.
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